
 
 

 
 

Elena et les garçons is one of the most popular multilingual projects in Russia which has 
already captured the public's imagination thanks to unusual repertoire of exclusively 
arranged most popular retro pop hits and evergreens in seven languages. 
 
One of the main advantages of the band in that its creator and front women - Elena 
Lipaeva perfectly understands what she is singing about. She was born and grew up in 
Europe, so French is as native as Russian for her. In addition to French, Elena speaks 
English, Italian, Spanish, German and learns Georgian, the band has already added songs 
in georgian to the repertoire. The stage charm of the soloist combines two amazing 
qualities: emotionality and elegance, and her performances have a unique european 
winsome charm. The combination of mentalities of different countries Elena lived in 
influence the sound and the repertoire of the band. 
 
The hallmark of the band is its french  concert program - these are the stories about the 
legendary Paris told in the great songs of the French chanson. Lyrical ballads by Jacques 
Brel and Joe Dassin, theatrical compositions by Edith Piaf and Dalida, sensual melodies 
by Patricia Kaas and fervent songs by ZAZ. The program combines a sense of impeccable 
taste and sophistication with a bright recognizable musical style of the band. 
 
For several years the band has been successfully conducting concert activity, performing 
at festivals (The Days of French Culture at the “Flacon” design factory, etc.), on radio and 
television (the channel One, Life news, MIR, Rustavi and many others). In 2016, solo 
concert was held at the State Kremlin Palace. In February 2018, the band released the 
first solo album "Stories", which was successfully presented with the chamber orchestra 
at the Mayakovsky Moscow academic theater. In 2019 the bans presented a new program 
as well accompained by the orchestra on stage of Moscow Performing Arts Center - the 
program is called "Time-Travel" and represents songs in seven languages. 
 
The band tours extensively in Russia, CIS and Europe. The band successfully performed 
in France, Latvia, Germany, Croatia and USA. And recent gigs in Krasnodar, Abrau-Durso, 
Surgut, Petrozavodsk, Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky, Yekaterinburg, Krasnoyarsk, 
Kislovodsk, St. Petersburg and many other cities gathered full halls. 



 
 
List of regalia under the link: https://yadi.sk/d/WQQortrjPcUlug 

 
The band has a corporate program for private events, a program for festivals and city 
holidays, as well as several programs staged for concert halls. 
 
Official website: elenaetlesgarcons.ru  
 


